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Why Nomad?

• All-in-one user-friendly 
interface for all content and 
asset management

• Enterprise scalability and 
reliability on-demand

• Rich discovery and deep 
search of all content and 
assets

• AI-powered tagging, metadata 
enrichment, and object 
recognition capabilities

• Long-term storage and 
operational cost savings

Product overview 

The Nomad Platform enables companies to easily 
migrate and organize their entire asset library to a 
centralized cloud-based solution. Additionally, Nomad 
provides full control for asset and content management, 
deep search, intelligent content discovery, automatic 
metadata generation, and secure distribution. Nomad is 
a cloud-native solution that scales on-demand and 
leverages the advanced capabilities of AWS services to 
unlock the full potential of asset libraries with powerful 
AWS Media and AI-driven technology.

Product features

Asset Manager
Nomad’s Asset Manager and associated user security 
management enables organizations to centrally manage all file 
content. Nomad automatically and seamlessly integrates with 
S3; and provides security control at a folder and file level. 
Within one simple interface, all media asset information is 
easily accessed.

AI/ML Management 
Nomad’s AI/ML Management enables companies to 
automatically uncover rich information inside each asset. All 
generated metadata is then indexed and searchable.

Content Portal
Nomad’s Content Portal provides a secure deep search and 
discovery portal for an organization and outside distribution 
partners to quickly find relevant content, assets, and 
associated metadata.

Nomad CMS

Intelligent media migration and asset management 

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-juvj5cjdpbcdc
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How it works

Through our Adobe integrated Nomad panel, all cloud-based assets are accessible and searchable from 
within Adobe CS Products. Nomad directly integrates with AWS Link and Videon EdgeCaster encoders for 
live feed management, scheduling, and broadcasting. The Nomad Platform also includes two ready-made 
web-based brandable end user solutions:

- Virtual Experience Platform - Intended for audiences to easily experience Live and VOD broadcasts online.

- Content Portal - Visually rich web portal intended for an audience to view and search content online.

Differentiators

• Nomad’s out-of-the-box features bring tremendous value to any migration project and Nomad’s cloud-
based platform makes entire content and asset libraries easily accessible to all your users from any 
location. 

• The Nomad Platform provides an easy-to-use cloud-based centralized solution to efficiently manage, 
enrich, distribute and deep search content and asset libraries. 

• Using AI, all video assets would be automatically processed to uncover rich metadata such as 
transcriptions, subtitles, and full facial recognition. 

• The Nomad Platform can be quickly deployed, immediately usable by all in an organization or outside 
partners, and seamlessly integrated into any existing production workflow.
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Additional Resources

• Nomad Platform Features 

• Nomad Architecture 

• Nomad Case Studies

Solution available in AWS Marketplace

https://www.nomad-cms.com/platform-features/
https://www.nomad-cms.com/platform-architecture/
https://www.nomad-cms.com/case-studies/
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search

